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SUMMARY 
_,_. -- - ~ - -- - 

c 

The results of flight tests of four nose-slot cowl.ing 
desfqns with several pariations in each design are pre- 
sente d, The tests were made in the process of developing 
the nose-slot cowling, The results demonstrate that a noso- 
slot cowling may be successfully applfed to an airplane end 
that it utflisos the fncreased slfpstream velocity of low- 
speed operation to produce increased cooling pressure across 
the engine. A sample desZqn calculation using results from 
wind-tunnel, flight, and ground tests is given in an atppen- 
dfx to fllustrate the desfgn procedure. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ffret flight tests of a; Y.A.0.d. nose-slot cowl- 
ing are descrfbed fn reference 2. 

The subject report presents results of four dosigns 
of noserslot cowlings for the BFC-1 airplane in the order 
they mere tested. The results of the tests of each cowl- 
fng are presented fn the following manner: (1) A discus- 
sion of the flow conditfons that were desfred to be changed; 
(2) a discus&on of the alterations in the cowling that 
were made in an attempt to produce the desired change; 
(3) a discussion of the success of tho altoratfons in pro- 
ducing tho dosired result. 

Inasmuch as a cowling design for flight must first 
give satisfactory operation of the airplane and the engfne, 
thfs factor was the primary COnsidQratiOn for the first 
two noso-slot cowlings. Most of the actual studies of flow 
around a nose-slot conlfng nere made with noso-slot coml- 
ings 3 and 4. 
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Roforonco 2 qivqs the results of wind-tunnel tests of . 
nose-slot cowlings that were conducted after these flight . 
tests were completed. This reference gives more complete 
information on the effect of variables such as the radius 
of curvature of the nose shapes the slot location, the 
Slot SiZQ, and the effect of ongino conductivity. Some of 
the special problems of apply&ng cowling design to flight 
work will be discussed in the present- p&per. Many details 
that do not enter tho problem when making wind-tunnel tests 
become the dotermining factors of desfgn for flight tests. 
Anything that impairs the operation of the engine or afr- 
plane, or that interferes with the pilot*8 ease of flyfng 
the airplane, must be given sertous consideration by the 
designer of cowlings for flight. The designer must always 
strive to obtain a good aerodynamic desTgn consistent with 
the successful operation of the airplane. 

An example of a design computation along with charts 
to aid in its solution fs givsn in an appendix of this re- 
port. 

GENERAL'APPARATUS 

The airplane used for the tests was a Curtiss BFC-1 
airplane shown in figure 1. It is fitted with a Fright 
SGR-1510 14-cylinder twin-row radial engine with a propel- 
ler gear ratio of 4:3. TWO propellers were used fn this 
investigation: the service propeller deefgnated propeller 
C, Navy plan form 5868-11, mhfch has three blades, a diam- 
eter of 9 feet 10 inches, and round blade shanks; and pro- 
peller A, drawing No. 30-1365, whfch has four blades, a 
diameter of 8 feet 6 inches, and afrfofl sections carried 
close to the propeller hub. Engine temperatures were de- 
termined by a selootfvs thermocouple installation. Line 
drawvings of all the cowling variations tested are shown in 
figure 2. 

NOSE-SLOT COVLING 1 

The general lay-out of nose-s'lot cowling 1 is shown 
in figure 2. Viams of cowling 1 are shown In figures 3 
and 4. The cooling air for noso-slot comJing 1 entered 
through the baffles on the cylinder barrels and returned 
through the baffles on the cylinder heads. The service- 
head baffles were revorsod to accommodate the roverso flow. 
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The paths of the-entering and the returnfng air were dfvid- 
ed at the radius corresponding to the thick refnf'orcfng 
fins at the bases of the heads. It would have been much 
more desirable to locate the divtldiaq wall at.a larger ra- 
dius but the dffficultiee of making,an airtight seal at any 
larger radius determined its Zocat%on. HQL~SU~~IUQ~~S of the 
pressure drop across each path shored that all the measur- 
able pressure drop occurred across the barrel baffles and 
practfcally'no pressure drop occurred across the head baf- 
fles. This result was, of course, the reverse of that de- 
sired because the maximum cooling is needed on the cylfn- 
der head.* The barrel baffles mere then rcmovod to lessen 
the pressure drop across the barrel but,. even after this 
alteration, there was still about three times as much pres- 
sure drop across the barrels as across the heads. A change 
in the cowling design was therefore necessitated in order 
to provide sufficient cooling for the cglfnder heads. 

BOSE-SLOT COFVLING 2 

Bose-slot cowling 2 differed from nose-slot cowling 1 
in the follomfng respects: (1) all the cooling was done 
on the inward passage of the air; (2) a duct over the 
cylinder heads returned the air to the exit slot: (3) the 
baffling of the engine was changed to reduce the engfne 
conductivity; and (4) separate openings were provided for 
hiqh- and low-speed operatfon by means of a movable por- 
tion of the nose adjustable from the cockpit. 

The conductfvitg of the service-baffle installation 
was between 0.15 axd 0.18, which would have required ex- 
cessfvely large return ducts and exit openings to provide 
sufficient pressure drop for cooling, By the measurement 
--- - -- 
"The fact that the engine operated in flfght without fail- 
ure for the condftion of good barrel cooling and very lit- 
tle head cooling may mean that the criterion of maximum 
ooolinq on the head fs wrong. It is pos'sible that barrel 
oooling, especially near the head, is a more important fac- 
tor than is usually supposed and, ff' thfs part fs cooled 
sufficiently to keep the oil film between the pfston and 
cylinder wall from failfng, the engfne head may be oper- 
ated at much higher temperatures than is acceptable today. 
Research on thfs problem should bo conducted to ascertain 

*the truth of this indicated result. 
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of the space between the fins, it was found that close 
baffling of the cylinders would reduce this value to ap- 
proximately 0.08. New baffles were therefore made in ac- 
cordance with the information given in reference 3; those 
baffles gave a value close to that predicted. It is shown 
in reference 1 that the most efficient exit slot for high- 
speed operation opens so as to discharge the air radially 
at the extreme front of the cowling and that the best slot 
for maximum cooling for ground and low-speed flight opora- 
tion discharges the air nearly axially farther back on the 
nose, Nose 2 combined these two features to give a coal- 
ing of maximum cooling for low-speed operation and maximum 
efficiency for high-speed operation. A line drawing of 
nose 2 is included in figure 2, Nose 2 adjusted for low 
speed is shown ig figure 5(a) and, for high speed, in fig- 
ure 5(b). Figure 5(c) shows the internal arrangement of 
the head baffles. and the,re.turn ducts, which formed the 
head baffles. 

The result of one ground test of this corrling is in- 
cluded in table I. 

The averaged results of seven flight tests of the 
service cowling and of nose-slot cowling 2 are given as 
follows: 
------II--It-- -- ---- 

Cglindor-head Average 
Ai? temperature (OF.1 cylinder- 

Col7ling speod' barrel 
(m.p.h.) Average Maximum temperature 

(OF.) ---- --I--.--- -- 
Service ' 

(fig. 11 175 454 486 273 

Nose-slot: 

High-speed slot 183. 413 447 240 

Low-speed slot 174 400 423 230 
I- -- 

A full-throttle climb at 104 miles per hour up to 
10,000 feet showed a maximum cylinder-head temperature of 
450° F+ 

The general operation of cowling 2 was satisfactory: 
it gave sufficient coolin< for the ground run and the take- 
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off and, as can be seen from the preceding table, an in- 
crease of speed of 8 miles per hour for the high-speed 
cond.ition. The most intgrestfng result for this fnstalla-: 
tion, however, was the large increase in cooling obtained 
by rebaffling the engbe. The useful cooling power was 
reduced from 50 horsepower for tho service installation to 
7 horsepower for the high-spood slot positfon on nose-slot 
cowling 2 and yet the temperatures of cylinder heads wore 
reduced 40° F, and of the cylinder bases 30' F. This re- 
sult demonstrates the importance of using close baffling 
on an engine, Approximately half of the increase in speed 
is due to the aavfng in the cooling power and half to the 
improvement of nose-slot coupling 2 over that of the servfce- 
cowling installatfon. 

NOSE-SLOT COWLIXG 3 

Nose-slot conling 2 havinq given satisfactory opera- 
tion of the airplane, it was possible to begin more de- 
tailed research on cowling operation. The first problem 
was to study mays ,Fnd means of fncreasing the engine cool- 
ing to as large a value as possible. The total available 
pressure dffferance across the cowling fs known to be df- 
vided between the pressuro drop across the enqfne and th0 
pressure drop out of the exit slot. The relationship of 
these pressure drops is given in reference 4 as: 

where & 

9.9 

Q, 

F, 

V, 

K, 

K,, 

AP, 

APs' 

fs the total available pressure drop across the 
cowling. 

the dynamic pr,essure of the air stream. 

the quantity of air flowing through the cowling, 

ths frontal area of the 8ngfne.' 

the air speed. 

the engine conductivfty. 

tho exit-slot conductfvfty. 

the pressure drop across the engine. 

the pressure drop out the exit slot. 
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Also from reference 4, 
a 

(2) 

Substituting: 

AP a 

E 
= 1 4 2. 

(K> a 

For a given engine instaLlatioa (R being constant), 
equation (3) shows that it is nec.e.s._sary to make KS as 
large as possible if Ap is to be nesr?y equal to LW. 
In the design of nose 2, the conductivity -of the exit slot 
was nearly equal to that of the engfne so that the avail- 
able Ap across the engine was one-half the total availa- 
ble AP across the corsling. In order to increase AP/@, 
it was decided to increase the exit aroa for the low-sp00d 
conditfon. 

Nose-slot cowling 3 was built so that the cowling 
nose had l-1/2 inches of travel instead of 718 inch as OL1 
nose 2. (See fig. 2.) From the drawtng of nose slot 3 
in figure 2, it can be seen that l-1/2 inches of travel 
gave a l-l/2 inch opening for the low-speed slot and a l- 
inch opening for the high-speed sLot. This travel of l-l/2 
inches was the maximum obtainable because of the fixed dfs- 
tance botmeen the rocker boxes and the propoller blades. 

Several variations of nose-slot cowling 3 were made. 
(See fig. 2.) The orfginal design was nose 3-A, which was 
changed as follows: 

3-B: The inner lip of the low-speed slot was 
made larger. 

3-c: A filler piece mas placed behind the slot 
to prevent separation of flow'from the cowling surface. 

3-D: The outer lip of the high-spcod slot was 
made straighter. This change decrensod the travel a 
small amount. . 

. 
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. -. 3-E: The top part of the movable nose was 
straightened to change the .direction of air flow be-' 
hind the slot and a longer ffller piece attached to 
the inner Ifp was plaaed behfnd the slot. * 

3-F: A new fiiler piece parallel to the propel- 
ler axis was put on. (See fig. 6.) 

Before tests of nose-slot cowlings 3 were started, a 
30-cell manometer was installed in the airplane to measure 
pressures around the cowling and across the baffles. &I 
airYspeed meter was connected to pressure tubes located in 
front of and behind the baffles to give tho pilot a viSIIa1 
observation of tho pressuro drop. The readings on these 
instruments were used to compare the cowl.ing performances 
for the rest of the tests. No attempt was made to stabil- 
ize the temperatures for comparfson with nosedslot cowl- 
ings 1 and 2. 

The condensed-results of the ground tests of nose- 
slot comlings 3 are included in table 1. The countervanes 
used on nose 3-F are shown in place in figure 7. In order 
to prevent leakage of air out the ends of the vanes, a 2-, 
inch annular ring was placed in front of the countervanes. 
This modification to the guide vanes reduced the available 
pressure drop for cooZing on the ground from 10 pounds per 
square foot to 2.5 pounds per square foot. The reduction 
in the effective oponing of the cowlfnq'probably explains 
some of the pressure reduction. (Sea roforence 5.). 

Kerosene vapor was used to study the flow of air over 
the cowling. The kerosene vapors which has the appearance 
of smoke, is produced by kerosene passed-through ah elec- 
trfcally heated tube. The tube must be heated all the way . 
to the tfp because a short section of unheated tube will 
change the vapor back to a liquid. The vapor nil1 burn if 
a flame is held in its path. If the-flame is removed, how- 
ever, the vapor will immedfately stop'buininq. No trouble 
was experienced mhen the kerosene vapor was used around an 
airplane engine. For further details of thts type of smoke 
generator, see r'eferenco 6. 

The use of smoke-flow studfes is demonetrated by-the 
folloning.example. Figure 8 shows the smoke that has been 
introduced inside cowling 3-B coming out of the slot. The 
thfcknoss of the smoke stream indicates that the flow sepa- 
rated, behind the lip of the cowling. Cowling 3-B produced 
only 12 pounds per square foot pressure drop for cooling 
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wfth the four-blade propeller, 
(See table I.) 

A turning at 1,860 r.p.m. 
In an attempt to prevent this breakdown 

of flow, a filler (cowling 3-C.. fig. 2) was placed behind 
the slot. 

Figure 9 shows the smoke flow over the outside sur- 
face of the cowling with the filler in place. A close 
examination of the flow gust behind the slot shows that 
the breakaway occurs farther behind the exit, giving a SO- 
percent.incroaee in the pressure drop for cooling on the 
ground. This fillet was expected to give unsatisfactory 
conditions of flow over tho back part of tho cozling, but 
tho problem at the time was to determine how far back care 
with the design was necessary in order to obtain a good 
pressure drop, On another mod$ffcation, cowling 3-F shown 
in figure 10, there is no apparent breakdopnof flow, as 
shown by the fact that the smoke flow is nearly the same 
thickness all the way back on the fuselage. . 

A much clearer picture of the conditions of flow can 
be obtained when the smoke is actually watched than from 
an examination of photographs. The photographs, however, 
illustrate a useful means 'of studying flow conditions on 
the ground., 

The results of the flight tests of cowling 3 are in- 
cluded in table II+ For the flight test-of cowling 3-A, 
data were obtained only with the low-speed slot because 
the oil overheated. This ove,rheating was due to the fact 
that breakdown of flow over the rear lip of the low-speed 
slot increased tho thickness of the heated layer of air 
over the aftor part of the couling and this hot air, com- 
ing in contact with the oil radfator, so decreased its 
effectiveness that the cooling capacity was insufficient. 
A larger-oil radfator fn a separat.e nacelle was fnetallcd 
far enough below the cowling to be free of the heated layer 
of air. (See fig. 9.1 

The Increase in the area of the low-speed exit slot 
of nose-slot cowling 3 was not so effective in increasing 
the cooling pressure as was expected qhen the design was 
made. This ineffectivenoes is due to the fact that a 
large slot. is much more critical than a small slot. .The 
ratio of the radius of curvature of tho inner lip of tho 
slot to the slot width should not be below a certain fixed 
value. For nose-slot cowling 2 with a r/a-inch opening, 
the inner lip seemed to work very satisfactorily but, when 
the opoainq pas increased to l-1/2 inches, the inner-lip 
radius was too small and breakdown of flow occurrod. 
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Another change incorporated in nose-slot cowling 3 
was the localization of the curvature of the cowling sure. 
face near the exit slot to produce a high local velocity. 
It was hoped that the large negative pressure assocfated 
with high velocity would increase the available pressure 
drop. 

Ffgure 11 shows the pressure distribution over nose- 
slot cowling 3-C for level flight, .This localized high. 
negatfve-pressure region for the slot in the high-speed 
posftion is shown near the low-speed-slot locution (fig. 
w4 1. When the low-spood slot was oponod, however, the 
negative pressure at the slot location nearly dfsappeared 
(fig, lx(b)), which indicated a large decrease in the ve- 
l'ocity due to the blocking of the air as it came out the 

~dlot. The higher nogatfve pressures over orffices 11 and 
12 (fag. II(b)) do not mean that the velocity out the slot 
is hfqher than the velocfty over orifice 10. The total 
pressure of .the air stream out of the slot has been grsat- 
1~ reduced by the passaqo of the air around the engine. 

NOSE-SLOT OOWLING 4 

Nose-slot cowling 4 was made larger fn diameter than 
nose-slot cowling 3 to avoid the limffation of the fixed 
distance between the propeller and the rocker boxes. This 
increased diameter resulted in larger exit.opsnfngs, a 
larger and smoother fnnor lip of the low-speed slot, and 
generally greater freedom in the desfgn of the cowling. 

Nose-slot cowlings 4-A and 4-B have three sizes ,of 
low:speed exft slots (2~1/2 inches, 3-l/4 inches, and 4 
inches) obtainable by adjusting the outer lip of the high- 
speed slot. (See fig. 2.,) 

Nose-slot cowling 4-B differs from nose-slot cowling 
4-A Zn the design of the outer Lip for the high-speed slot. 
Jt was thought that this change might increase the effec- 
tive diameter of the- cowling opening and m?ght thus improve 
the e;round cooling. For nose-slot cowling 4-S. the outer 
lip of the high-speed slot was spring-loadad SO that the 
high-speed slot remained closed uatfl .the movable part of 
the cowling had traveled wdthfn 1 rnch of the back posf- 
tion where a stop prevented .further movement of the lip. 
Inasmuch as the siza of the low-speed slot could be variad 
without opening tha high-spoed slot, the effactfvonoss of 
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slot size and slot efficiency for the low-speed-slot condi- 
tion could be studied. Pictures of nose-slot cowling 4-A 
are shown in figures 12 to 14. 

The results of the ground tests of nose-slot cowlings 
4-A and 4-B are included in table I. Some increase in the 
available pressure for cooling onthe ground was obtained 
with propeller C, over that obtafned on nose-slot cowling 
3. Propeller A, which provided 27 pounds per square foot 
for cooling on the ground, gave the most spectacular im- 
provement. Thi.s oool$ng was sufficient to allow tho ongino 
to bo run indefinitely on the <round at full power. Tho 
advantage of a dfsk in front of the cowling is apparont, 
ospocially wfth propoller 5. 

The ratio Ap/nzDa has the disadvantage of being de- 
pendent on the blade-angle setting of the propeller. The 
available Ap at a constant ene;ine manifold pressure, how- 
ever, is a better criterion of ground cooling-. -For in- 
stance, for cowling 3-F with propeller C and with counter- 
vanes, a propeller blade-angle.eetting of 11' at 0.75.B . 
gave a Ap/neDa of 0.116 and a Ap of 10 pounds per square 
foot at zero manifold pressure, 
la0 at 0.75 B gave a Ap/n=Da 

A blade-angle setting of 
of 0.195 and a Ap of 11 

pounds per square. foot at z.ero manifold pressure. 

The results of the flight tests are included in table 
II. The b/q in clfmb was increased from 0.79 for nose- 
slot cowling 3-I' to 1.60 for noso-slot cowling 4-A. Gowl- 
in 

f 
4 is the first nose-slot cowling to give a largor 

AP q in clfmb than in level flight, whfch shows that.the 
increased velocity of the slipstream in climb is being ueod 
to advantage to produce a larger preeeuro for cooling. 
This fact is especially apparant.for nose-slot cowljlng 4-B 
with propeller A; for this condition, the b/q in clLmb 
was 2.06 and, in level flight, 1.32. The affect of a disk 
is negligible for the climb or the level-flight condit%on. 

Figure 15 presents the variations of b/q with cowl- 
fng position f.or cowlings 4-B and 4-C. The two curves for 
level flight are not comp.arable in magnitude owfng to the 
larger opening for flight 32 but the general shape of the 
curves is sfgnifecant. The intermediate pofnts on the 
curve for cowling 4-B are for the condition En which both 
slots were partly opon. For tho'tosts of cowling 4-C, tho 
part of the curve.from 0 to 26 turns. is for the low-speed 
slot alone; tho high-spoed slot remained closed because of: 

. 

. . 
. 
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the sprtng-loaded lip. These curves can be extended to 
%;;;edAP/q where the low-speed slot would be entirely 

as shown by the dotted curve. This curve shows 
the &at effectiveness of a small incraase fn the slot 
aroa for small slot openings and the decrease of the effec- 
tiveness as the slot opening becomes large. The chaqge in 
effectiveness is especially apparent for the level-flight 
condftion where the curve becomes almost level at the low- 
speed position. The same effect was found in reference 2 
whore it is discussed in more dotall. 

i?fgure 16 shows the varfation of air speed at constant 
power in level flight with Ap/q as obtained with cowling 
4-u. Since all the points for both slots lie on a smooth 
curve, ft seems that the efficiency of the slots must be 
approximat8Ly equal. fL sfngle adjustable slot located in 
the position of the low-speed slot would apparently ba 
equally as good as a tuo-slot design. 

1. A practical applicatfon of the nose-slot cowling 
to an airplane in flight has been d8v8lOp8d. 

2. A nose-slot cowling, if properly designed, makes 
Use of the increased velocity of-the slipstream for lo-x- 
speed high-power oporatfon to produce increased cooling 
pre s sure . Values of Ap/q of 1.60 in climb and of 1.12 
in lcvftl flight wore obtainod for one coaling. 

3. The location of the highlspoad slot is not ariti- 
Cal in regard to hfgh-speed efficiency. 

4. The design of the exit passage for large slot 
openings requires .that the radfus of the fnner lip of the 
slot 'be large enough to provoat breakatvay of the air flow. 
If breakaway occurs, the drag of the cowling is greatly 
increasad. 

5. Exhausti& the cooling air from the cowling into 
a lam-pressure high-velocity region requires that more care 
be exorcised is the design of the cowling lines back of the 
slot than for a conventional N.A.C,A. cowling. Convergent 
cowling lines increase the angle of attack of the local air 
flow over the cowling surface and, ff they are too con- 
vergent, will cause the cowlfng to be sensitive to slot 
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openbg. On one installation in flight, broakarrag occurrod 
for large slot openings but no separation was present for 
small slot openings. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labcratory, 
National Advisory Commfttee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., May 5, 1939. 

APPENDIX 

DESIGN CALCULATIOBTS 

An example of a design computation for nose-slot 
comlings is presented along with curves to aid in the PO- 
lution. 

Given: 

Engine characteristics 

Power output - - - - - - - - 950 hp. 

Indicated horsepower - - - - 1,100 

Altftude - - - - - - - - -. - 0 to 10,000 ft. 

Take-Off power - - - - - -- - 1,100 hp- 

Maximum engine diameter - - 45 Tn. 

Rated engine speed - - - = - 2,200 rap-m- 

Propeller gear ratio - - - - 3:2 

Number of cylinders - - - - 14 * 

Engine-baffle conductivity.- 0.10 

AP required for cooling at 
rated powor and altitude --40 lb./sg. ft. 

. 
Distance from trailing edge 

of the propeller at maxf- 
imum pitch setting to the 
front of engine rocker- 
box covers - -i- - - - - 10 in. 
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Diameter of oil cooler re- 
. quired - - - - L - - - ir 10 in. 

Conductivity of oil cooler - 0.55 

Indicated hOrS8pOW8r at 75 
brake hOrS8pOW8r - - - - - 150 

Propeller characterZstPcs 

Type 4of control - - - - - - Bon&ant speed 

Normal range of control - - 20° 

Number of blades, - - - - - 3' 

Diameter, - - -. - - - - - - 11 ft.. 

Blade-angle setting at top 
Speed and rated altitude - 32' at 0.75 R 

Speed at bated engine Speed 1,467 r.p.m. 

. .+ Blade-angle.setting for full- 
pomor climb at minimum., 
climbing speed - - - - - - 22' at 0.75 R 

Mini&m blade-angle setting 15' at 0.75 R 

Power absorbed at l/2 rated 
spaed and minimum blade-r 
angle setting on the 
ground - - - ,- - - - - - 75 hp. 

Afrplans charactoristice 

Top speed at rated altftudo 
of the ongino,- - - - - - 230 m.p.h. 

Dynamfc pressure at top 
c Spee+.and rated altftude - 100 lb./sq. ft. 

. 
Cruising speed - - - - - - - 209 m.p,h. 

Minimum climbing speed - - - 110 m.p.h. 
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Dynamic pressure for. climb- 
ing speed at sea 18~1 - - 31 lb./sq. ft. 

Type 7 - - - - - - -: -. -- - Landplane 

Location of engine - - - - In nose of fuselage 

Maximum diameter of fuselage 
behfnd engine - - - - -.- 54 in. 

Calculationsr 

Equivalent leak area of engipe is 

0.10 x 45a x z = 159 sq. in. 

Equivalent leak area of oil cooler is 

0.55 x 1Oa x 2 = 43 sq. in. 

Additional area for ventilator duct to accessory com- 
partment is 12 sqm in. 

Total equivalent leak area is 214 Sq= in. 

In order to prevent.excessive losses in the return 
ducts, ft is advisable to make the area of the return ducts 
approximately 2-l/2 times the equivalent leak area, or 

2.5 x 214 = 535 sq. In. 

Area inside the engine diameter between the rocker boxes 
is approximately 

14 x 15 = 210 sq. in. 

Area required to provide space fpr.theoil~cooler, the 
carburetor-air, and the accessory-compartment ventilator 
ducts is 135 sq. in. Area nacessary to be provided out- 
side angine diameter is 

535 + 135 - 210 = 460 sq, in. 
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Frontal area of the coaliqg. F. r.equ%ied is . 

4Eia x $ + 460 = 2,050 sqa in. = 14.21 sq. ft. 

Mfnimum diameter of cowling fs 51.2 inches. Ne ce s sary di- 
ameter of cowling to allon for structural blookinq is 52 
inches. Since ,the diameter of the fuselage behind the en- 
gine is 54 inohes, tlie cowling diameter requirements need 
not be crowded. Geometric conductivity of the installa- 
tion based on the cowling area is 214 

528 = 
= O-10. 

4 
As the distance petnesn the trailfng edge of the pro- 

peller at the maximum blade-angle settfng to the front of 
the rocker-box covars.is only 10 inches, it is convenient 
to use the ordinates for nose 2 from reference 2 for this 
design. The ordinates. for this.design are given in the 
following table, where a fs twice the distance from the 
propeller axis to the goint and. b is the axial distanae 
from the leading edge of the nose to the point. The looa- 
tion of the slot (slot 2 of reference 2) is a = approxi- 
mately 49 fnches and b = 2.39 inches. The maxfmnn diam- 
eter of the front opening is 38 fnches. 

Station 

. , 

G.) 
40,o 

44q8 

46,6 

48.7 

50.2 

51,2 

51,8 

52.0 

0. 
*52 

I*04 

2,08 4' . 

3,12 

4.16 

5*20 

6.24 
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The ordinates of this nose shapq.in fractions of tho 
diameter A of the cowling are: 

Station -- 
1 - 

_I- 
alA 

‘0.769 

b/A 
0 

2 . 862 .Ol 

3 .896 .02 

4 .937 904 

5 .965 .06 

6 .984 .08 

7 ,996 .lO 

8 1.000 .a2 
-- ---- 

The values of the power coefficients P, and l/3JPc 
- for uso with the data of reference 2 are next computed. 

Climb High speed 

p, = _95oXx75L s 
31 x 95 x 110 

1.10 

AL- = 0.97 
7-C 

950 x 375 -- --- = 0.163 
100 x 95 x 230 

1.83 

q = 31 lb&q. ft, ' I 100 lb./sq? ft. 

Ap = 40 lb./sq. ft. ' 

b/q = 1.29 < 

40 lb&q. ft. 

0.40 

From figure 17, which i's a cross plot of data from refer- 
ence 2, 

AZ = 2.50 
cl 

AP 
hY = 0.52 

2.30 

0.17 
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From figure 18, which is taken from reference 2, 

& = 0.58 

A, = Oe10 xu212o = 365 .sq. in. 
0.58 

1.65 

129 sq. in. 
. 

Slot opening = iy; = 2.4 in. 
I 

0.84 in. * 

A slot opening of 2.4 inches for the climbing condi- 
tion at 110 miles per hour is slightly too small owing to 
the smaller ratio of cowltng diameter to propeller diame- 
ter of the design installation as compared with the in- 
stallation of reference 2. This error, however, is not 
large and the air spaed for climb is lower than mill be 
usually experienced with this airplane; consequently, the 
computed slot opening may be. used with conffdence. 

The ground condition presents a slfqhtly different 
cooling problem. It is necessary to warm up the engine 
and the oil thoroughly before take-off is attempted, but 
too littla information 8s available on how much cooling is 
necessary to prevent the overheatfng of some parts before 
other parts become warm. In order to qafn some information 
on this subject, approximate relatfons of A$ and horse- 
power as obtained fn reference 7 will be given. It mas 
found that the Ap required for constant temperature dif- 
ference varied approximately as the (indibated horse- 
power)1'76 for the engine in re,ference 7. If this same 
relationship is used and it is desired to know how much 
AP will be.required at one-half the rated engine speed 
and the power absorbed by tha propeller at this speed for 
the lowest blade angle and ground condition, there is ob- 
tained 

: 

AP = Ap1 (:'"h',' 
. l 1 

)"" = 40 x (-&:" = 1,2 lb./sq. ft. 

. . 

This procedure extrapolates the relationship given in 
reference 7.far below the tested range but it gives some 
indication of the amount of Ap required. 

The Ap available for thfs installation will now be 
'roughly estimated. . 
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Figure.19 sj~ows the Ap/naD* obtained for nose 2, 
slot 2 with a 4-l/2 inch axial movement of the slot and a 
propeller eimilar to the desfgn propeller at a blade- 
angle setting of 20° at 0.76 R as a function of the cowl- 
ing conductivity, Par a conductivity of 0.10, Ap/n'D" = 
0.000077. 

From table 1, the addition of a disk increaeed the 
. value of Ap/neDs approximately 50 percent, giving a 

'value of Ap/neDs of 0.000116.' This value applies to a 
ratio of cowling opening to.propeller diameter of 0.292. 
The maximum value obtainable for the presant investigation 
is 38 inches/l32 inches = 0.288. These values are so 
close that the discrepancy may be neglected. 

In order to correct Ap/nsDs for a docreaes in the 
blade-angle setting from 200 to 150, reference is Made to 
-figure.4 of reference 5. Th2a ffgure shows a reduction 
in Ap/naDa of approximately 10 Dercent. The corrected 
value is then 

AP - = 0.00010 
paDa 

or 

AP = o.00010 x 12.28 x 11” = 1.8 lb./sq. ft. 

This result indicates that satisfactory cooling would be 
obtained on the ground. 

It is usually easfer to measure this Ap at full en- 
gine speed on the ground, which would give a-value four 
tfmos as great, or approximately 7 pounds per square foot. 

The size of the disk to be used on this fnstallation 
is obtafned aa follows: 

Total area of front opening is 38s .X 2 = 1,130 sq- in* 

Free area required is 2.5 tfimos the oquivalont leak 
area of the enqino, 0.10 x 45s x g x 2.5 = 400 sq.in. 

area required for openings of oil-aoolor, carburetor- 
air, and accaoaory-compartment vontilatfng duct isa 
135 sq. in. 

Area of disk is 1,130 - 400 - 135 ='595 sq. in. 

D'iameter of disk is 27 in, 
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Figure I.-Original oorllng installation on the WC-1 airplane. 

---- ,,.... - 

Pigure 3.- The BPO-1 rlrplnne equipped with nose-elot oorling 1. 
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Nose 3-C Nose 3-D NOES 3-E be 3-F 
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Adjushwn f Figure 2.- Leyout of cowling shapes 2 

the 4-B 
used on the BFC-1 airplane. F 

Nose 4-C N 
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Figure 4r Close-up of nose-slot oorling 1. Figure Sr.-Close-up of nom-slot oorling a. Adjusted for 
low speed. 
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piwe Sb.-Oloee-up of noes-slot cowling a. Adjueted for 
bib speed. 

n&we 60.- Oloes-up of was-slot oorli~ a. Ring r-v@-I 
to n&w lntsrn~l rrrmgeaent. 



Figure 6.- Oloee-up of the nose-alot oorling S-F in the low-rpsed porltion. 

Ffgure 7.- Ilore-alot oorling 3-F with oounterranee In plaue on the BFQ-1 
rirDl8ne. 
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. 

Figure 8.0 smoke flow coming 
out of the dot. 

Hose-slot oorling 34. 

Figrrrs lo.- Smoke flow over 
P016-Blot 
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Flgurs B,- Ehokr flh balw lntmduosd ahead of the propeller. 
fore~r~ot owli* 3-o. 
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Figs. I1 ,a, lib 

Figures lla,llb.- Pressure distribution over nose-slot cowling 
3-C. Level flight. [a) High-speed position. 
(b) Low-speed posi t ion. 
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Figr. l3a,l3b 

Tlgum la.- Cloee-UQ of noore-rlot oo=lfq 4-A In tne lor-eqsed poritio8. 
square-edg8 disk in plaos. 

Flgure 13bbr ob88-UQ of nom-8lot Ctorling 4-A in the lor-8pded writion. 
Round-edge dirk in Q-08. 
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c 

Tlgure lea.-Bide view of none-slot oorling 4-A. Lor speed position. 

rlgurr Mb.-Side tier of nose-slot oorling 4-A. High-speed poritlon; 
round-adg8 disk in ~18.0s. 
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Figs. 17,18,19 

0 0 .4 .4 -8 -8 LP LP J.6 _ EQ 2.4 96 

zk 
Figure 18,- Variation of Ap/AP with A2F -E- (reference zj. 

Figure 17.- Variation of APJq with l/m 
(reference 2). 

..08 .JO .I2 
Engine Cotw’uch’vify 

Figure 19.- V’iation of 
Ap/n2D 2 with engine conduc- 
tivity (reference 2). 


